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Featuring content from IEEE, as well as the Institution of

Save time and money with convenient

Engineering and Technology (IET), the IEEE/IET Electronic

access to vital technology research:

Library (IEL) contains one-third of the world’s current literature
in electrical engineering, communications, and computer science.

Unlimited access to nearly 3 million

IEL provides access to technology’s most trusted journals,

full-text documents

conference proceedings, and standards—giving you the
research you need at an outstanding value.

166 IEEE journal, magazine and
transaction titles

IEL delivers key benefits for researchers:


Drive new ideas, designs, and applications with
cutting-edge research



Develop better solutions faster by understanding the
technology landscape



Stay ahead of new advancements and benchmark
competitor research







26 IET journal, magazine and
transaction titles
1,200+ IEEE conference titles
20+ IET conference and seminar digests

Increase productivity by reviewing previous

Over 2,500 approved and published

research so you don’t reinvent the wheel

IEEE standards, excluding drafts

Accelerate innovation and patent development with
convenient access to proven research all in one place

IEEE Standards Dictionary Online, IEEE

Increase scholarly output and new research development

Redline Versions of Standards (where
available), and select VDE conference papers

New IEEE Journals for 2014

Backfile to 1872 for select titles

Always at the forefront of technology, IEEE is adding
eight new journals in 2014:

Subscribing to all current IEEE and IET



IEEE/CAA Journal of Automatica Sinica

publications separately costs more than



IEEE Cloud Computing

US$757,000. A typical IEL subscription



IEEE Transactions on Computational Social Systems



IEEE Transactions on Control of Network Systems



IEEE Electrification Magazine (late 2013)



IEEE Internet of Things Journal



IEEE Transactions on Network Science and Engineering



IEEE Power Electronics Magazine

includes more content for just a fraction
of the price.

With pricing tailored to the needs of your
organization—you can be sure you’re
getting the best value for your money.
For a custom quote, contact an IEEE
Sales Representative.
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Access respected technology research that
generates results

IEEE Xplore also provides:


Basic, Advanced & Command
search options

IEEE Xplore includes top-ranked journals and technology
research that is cited in patents three times more often than



IP and Shibboleth/Athens authentication

any other publisher. With over 3 million full-text articles and



INSPEC® abstract/citation and

papers, IEEE Xplore is your gateway to more than 30% of the
world’s current literature in electrical engineering, electronics,
and computer science.

bibliographic records


Persistent links (OPAC)



Daily content updates

Find relevant research faster with powerful
search tools

Get the latest research in a wide range
of technologies:

IEEE Xplore combines an easy-to-use interface with powerful search



Aerospace and Defense

tools that make finding relevant research faster and more efficient.



Biometrics

Search: Intelligent features such as convenient type-ahead, a



Computer Hardware and Software

functional search breadcrumb trail, and a “Refine/Expand Results”



Electronics



Medical Devices



Nanotechnology



Optics



Power Engineering



Robotics



Semiconductors



Smart Grid



Telecommunications



Wireless Technology and more

module let you modify and find results easier than ever before.
Personalize: You can also personalize IEEE Xplore to create
targeted saved searches and table of contents alerts, set personal
preferences, and take advantage of enhanced features like search
history and My Projects.
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